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STORY     
  
Postmodern.   The present film, about the preparations for making a film, evokes the whole postmodern 
project, and texts like Derrida’s Grammatology, l967, which heralded a new self-consciousness about 
writing and imagining, and undergirded a preoccupation with writing as an awareness of writing. In the 
present film Fassbinder carries over this concern to a larger aesthetic issue, the making of film itself, 
and  even more importantly, to the reflection, from within making a film, onto the sociology of film making, 
the nature of the human mini community involved in film making. For all this abstract frame setting, 
however, the film viewer might in this case be pardoned for thinking he is simply watching another 
example of the degeneration of a culture community under the excessive influence of drugs, drink, and 
sexuality. 
  
Narration    The awaited event, which draws together the cast of cameramen, actors, producers, and 
would be standbys, in a hotel on the coast of Spain, is the arrival of the director of a film, the production of 
which depends on him, as well as on some indispensable matters like bank subsidies and the proper 
paper stock for filming. As a result of these long awaited triggers, to the actual filming, the film crew 
mentioned above has much time on its hands to drink, screw around, and intrigue among itself. One 
thinks fleetingly of Cortazar’s novel The Winners(1960), In which a random  assortment of Argentinian 
lottery winners sets off on a cruise together, joined by a common uncertainty about just who is leading the 
cruise and where they are going. 
  
Prologue.   The actual narrative opens with a soliloquy which foreshadows essential themes of the 
film: self-stupefaction, same sex (and bisex) relationships, cliquish indifference to the public world, 
constant availability of violence. The narrative summarizes a Disney story—in smartass quack quack 
tones—which features Goofy cross dressing in his Aunt’s clothes, in order to teach a kinder garten class, 
for which service he is ridiculed by the students; and in compensation for which he takes home with him 
‘a poor orphan girl’ who turns out to be a dwarf criminal by the name of Wee Willy. For all his goodness, 
Goofy is beaten first by his students and then by the cops: a rarity prologue in which those four thematic 
elements, named above in this paragraph, are deposited directly into the film. The prologue is as goofy as 
the Disney tale, and as calculatedly targeted at the point of the whole story—which in Fassbinder’s filmic 
world need be no more uplifting than the points of The Merchant of Four Seasonsor ofFox and his 
Friends, both of which films leave their protagonists unhappily dead. 
  
Goofy’s prologue leads into precisely the upside down and self destructive world it promises. As 
spectators we move into a Spanish coastal hotel, where the film crew is to meet and work, and most of 
our experience plays out in the lobby or immediate environs of that hotel. There is the periphery of static 
characters—the bell boys, the desk clerk—large picture windows framing palm trees, and a continual va 
et vient of characters passing in and out of the medium level hotel lobby. The bar is the point of central 
interest, around which the leading characters coagulate and disperse, in a monotonous chorus of Cuba 
libre, Cuba libre.  
  
Director    The most dramatic moments—but never dramatic to a fulfilling degree, always aborted and 
diverted into other channels of make up excitement, missed telephone calls, shady propositions designed 
to get in a good fuck while the husband is sleeping—the most dramatic moments occur after the director 
has arrived by helicopter on a wind beaten tarmac from which he storms straight into the melee of the 
hotel, issuing orders, throwing tantrums, tearing his hair out, at the number of details that need fine tuning 
before they can start to shoot. On a rare occasion, we see the director—unlike any of the other dramatis 
personae—discussing technical details of filming; he details, with the assistant walking beside him, how 



the camera is to track the putative footsteps of the murderer, the play of light in the room where the 
murder occurs, and other details which remind us that the whole film is about the construction of a work of 
art. 
  
THEMES 
  
Self-stupefaction      From beginning to end the film is about not filming a film, wasting a lot of time doing 
that, and in the course of that time routinizing the social stupidity that goes with the habitual interaction of 
a group of adults. Fassbinder later described the whole production—which was partly autobiographical in 
his case—as ‘a film about why living and working together as a group doesn’t function, even with people 
who want to and for whom the group is life itself.’  
  
Same sex (and bisex) relationships        The characters in search of a director—to tease at 
Pirandello—seem to wander aimlessly in and out of one another’s space, in an amorphous flood of 
sexuality. All of them are sexual beings, and to very few does it matter with which sex they are moving. 
One thinks of a scene in which one of the divas is sprawled out on her hotel bed talking to her boyfriend, 
downstairs in the lobby, while the production manager, who has just finished talking, sleepily inserts 
himself into her; or of a nearly final scene, over the water on a gently rocking houseboat, a night scene of 
forty or so film crew hotel guests swaying to the waves, all intertangled with one another, sex differences 
blurred to the max, desire reduced to the sleepy rhythm of the waves. 
  
Cliquish indifference to the public world      As with any clubby in-group—whether devoted to cinema, 
chess, or gardening—this cinema-infused interest group seems to exist in a vacuum of its own. There are 
international phone calls, from the Spanish hotel, but they are either broken connections or concern 
supply issues related to the film itself. There is no ‘news,’ no reference to ‘back home,’ and no discussion 
of a future which extends beyond the present film. Adolescent behaviors flourish, of course, in the 
absence of any of the constraints of the familiar world. 
  
Constant availability of violence      Tempers, as well as erotic flares, pop up throughout this film; the 
most savage and uncontrolled from the Director himself—this is not Fassbinder, though he wears 
Fassbinder’s signature leather jacket—who gives way to regular fits of despair and fury, largely provoked 
by the group’s unpreparedness, and by the failure of indispensable supplies to reach the film site in time. 
Anger, shouting, screaming, slapping—the director is a great slapper—but rarely a fond remark.  
  
CHARACTERS 
  
The Director    The director is the long awaited driver, needed to draw together the disintegrating film 
crew whom he finds awaiting him in the Spanish hotel. We gather that he is respected for his artistic 
insights, but among his ground team he is the most undisciplined and abusive of all. He is a heavy 
alcoholic. 
  
The Production Assistant     Played by Fassbinder, the production assistant is the go to person for what 
organization there is, and perhaps the only person on the ground who seems able to step outside the 
maelstrom, and observe its dynamic. 
  
Eddy Constantine is an American actor who spent his acting career in Europe, largely employed in 
French gangster films. He is a stand apart, sexy, and ‘older’ force in the chaos of the present film crew.  
  
CHARACTER ANALYSIS 
 
DIRECTOR 
 
Character      The Director, who arrives late by helicopter, dominates the first half of the film by his 
absence. He is a talented, but uncontrolled force In the chaos of this mini world in which the one thing 
needed is control. The film is a no go by the end, and simply sets the seal of the inappropriateness of the 
director for his role. 



 
Illustrative moments 
  
Harried   The long awaited director arrives on the Spanish coast by helicopter, and strides across the 
windswept tarmac, to bring even more chaos to the film crew that is awaiting him in the Spanish hotel.,  
  
Surrogate    The Director, who wears a leather jacket like Fassbinder himself, serves as  a surrogate for 
Fassbinder, holding himself up as a model for inspection, and sparing none of  Fassbinder’s personal 
faults. Meanwhile, Fassbinder acts the part of the production manager, and ‘pretends’ to less viciousness 
than is really his. 
  
Provoked.   Provoked by a stately lady in red, who is calling up a multi year commitment he has made to 
her—to marry her no less—the director viciously slaps the lady until she melts away in tears and despair. 
  
Bored.   Tired of his own boyfriend, the director contrives to steal away and make out with the wife of the 
production manager. There is enough moral backdrop, to the society of film crew members, that to 
assault marriage is tolerable, provided you remember that you are being a bad boy while you do it. 
 


